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to all, Luhon, it invay concern
19, 1SS4, and numbered 132,102. The so
Be it known that I, JOHN H. PALMER, of May
needle-bar
E is preferably formed of angular
IPhiladelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, cross-section,
and works in a corresponding
have invented certainlnew and useful Improve angularly-shaped
formed in a thick
5 ments in Sewing-Machines, of which the fol ened portion, f, ofsocket
the
face-plate
or cover E
lowing is a specification.
of the end of the goose neck.
My invention relates to the needle-bar and The particular needle-bar which I prefer to
its connections and the devices for driving it. employ
is that illustrated in Fig. 5, which is
The object of the invention is to render the formed of
piece of metal bent at right all
Io machine more durable, and to so organize the gles, and isa provided
a block in which
parts of the machine that they may be assem the needle is socketed, with
and
another
block car- 6o
bled in the most simple manner.
rying
a
pin
for
the
reception
of
the
(f
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is of the crank G. on the needle-drivingpitmall
shaft
A.
a longitudinal section through the bed-plate This pitman preferably carries on its side
I5 and goose-neck of a sewing-machine. Fig. 2 farthest
from the needle-bar a plate, h, the
is an enlarged view of the needle-bar and its plane surface
of which works against an ad- 65
connections, as illustrated in the left-hand side justing guard-plate,
I, the position of which
of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an elevation of the same relatively to the plate it and the needle-bar
devices, looking toward the drive-pulley of may be varied by adjusting-screwsi. The pit
2O the machine. Fig. 4 is a plan view of the man ( is slipped loosely on the pin of the
same devices, and Fig. 5 is a perspective view crank G, and on the pine carried by the nee
of the needle-bar.
.
dle-bar, and the plate I is adjusted in such re
The needle-driving shaft A and the looper lation
bearing-plate h that when the
and feed-shaft B are mounted in suitable bear cover Ftoisthe
put
place over the needle-bar the
25 ings, and are provided with cranks (, b, the parts will all beinsecurely
coupled for operation.
wrist-pins of which are connected by a coup It will be clear that, so far as part of my in
ling-bar or pitman, C. The cranks are pref. vention is concerned, an angular needie-bar
erably weighted to counterbalance the gravity need not be employed, and that a circular One
of this bar. The drive-shaftD, which carries the working in a suitable guide or socket may be
3O driving-pulley d, carries a crank, the Wrist used.
It is also clear that instead of having
pin of which engages in a socket in the pitman a continuous
bearing for one side of the nee SO
C, midway between the cranks of the shafts dle-bal', as illustrated,
a bearing at two or
A. and B. The Wrist-pins on the cranks of the more points only would be
and that
shafts A and Bare slipped loosely in the Sockets instead of having the pointnecessary,
e
on
the
needle
35 in the ends of the pitman C, while the Wrist-pin bal' the pin might be carried on the pitman
on the crank of the drive-shaft ID slips loosely and be loosely seated in a socket in the neeof
into the central Socket in the pitman from the dle-bar.
opposite side. The parts will therefore be Any Wear of the parts may be compensated
retained in position without any securing de.
adjusting the plate I, as will be obvious.
4) vices whatever, except the collar, whiclb pre byWith
this construction a machine of the ult
vents the drive-shaft D from moving endwise most simplicity and of great durability, the
away from the pitman C. By this construc parts of which may be assembled with consid
tion the shafts are driven accurately and uni erable
facility, is produced.
formly without much vibration even at high No claim is made in this application to the
45 speeds, the number of parts is reduced, and particular live - pulley d illustrated in the
much simplicity of assemblage is obtained. drawings, as that subject-matter is claimed in
The construction thus far described, however, Letters Patent No. 301,456, granted to me July 95
is not claimed herein, as it forms the subject 1, 1SS4.
matter of a division of this application filed I am aware that an angular needle-bar work.
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ing in a divided or two-part socket or bearing
in the falne the sections of which are made
adjustable to compensate for wear is old.
I am also aware that an angular needle-bar
Working in a socket in the frame of the ma

chine, in connection with adjustable bearing
plates for compensating Wear of the needle
bar, is old, and I therefore make no claim to
Such subject-matter.
To I claim as my invention
l. The combination of a needle-bar, a bear

or bearing against or in which the needle-bar
works on one side, the needle-actuating shaft
A, the pitman connecting the crank of the
shaft A and the needle-bar, a bearing-plate
carried at the end of the pitman, and the ad
justable plate I.
35
4. The combination of a needle bar, a guide
or bearing against or in which the needle-bar
works on one side, the needle-actuating shaft
A, the pitman connecting the crank of the
shaft A and the needle-bar, and loosely con
nected with the crank and the needle-bar, and .
an adjustable guard-plate which maintains the
integrity of the connections between the nee
dle-bar and the shaft A.
5. A needle-bar consisting of a piece of 45
metal bent at right angles and provided with
blocks for the needle-socket, and the support
of the crank-pin, in combination with a cor
respondingly-shaped angular bearing for the

ing or guide in or against which the needle
bar works on one side, a shaft, A, a pitman
for actuating the needle-bar, crank-connec
tions between the pitman and the shaft A and
needle -bar, and an adjusting-plate which
Works against the crank-connection between
the pitman and needle-bar to adjust the nee
dle-bar in its bearing to compensate wear.
2. The combination of a needle-bar, a guide
needle-bar, and the needle-bar-actuating de
or bearing against or in which the needle-bar WCeS.
Works on one side, the needle-actuating shaft
A, the pitman connecting the crank of the In testimony whereof I have hereunto sub
my name this 1st day of March, A. D.
shaft A and the needle-bar, and loosely con scribed
25 nected with the crank and the needle, bar, and S84. .
JOHN H. PALMIER.
a guard-plate which maintains the integrity Witnesses:
of the connections between the needle-bar and
the shaft A.
W. E. STEEN,
JOHN M. Hu GHES.
3. The combination of a needle-bar, a guide.
s

